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LOST EXPEDITION
Our guest contributor for this issue of the Wayward
Navigator B&B newsletter is Captain David Snider,
MNI. Captain Snider was highly commended in the
Lloyds List / Nautical Institute – 2004 Shipmaster of
the Year. This award was presented for exemplary
professional conduct in ice pilotage and Canadian
Coast Guard Command.

The Nautical Institute and Lloyds List

Cameraman Jon Woods, Producer Tim Altmann, Captain David
Snider and Director Peter Bate

Franklin’s Lost Expedition
One of Canada’s most tragic moments in history was
the loss of much vaunted Franklin expedition of 1845,
dispatched by the British government to once and for
all complete and claim the Northwest Passage for
Britain.
Equipped with the latest in British
technology, manned by some of the most experienced
British Arctic explorers, the expedition soon
disappeared from the face of the earth. After several
years with no word from the expedition, a belated
search was commenced, a search that would carry on
for more than a decade, would be instrumental in
mapping most of the previously unknown Canadian
Arctic, and would unfortunately end with more
questions unanswered than answered. To this day
scholars and historians, would-be explorers and
pundits, enthusiasts and hobbyists continue to search
for the truth surrounding the loss of the 134 men of
HMS Erebus and Terror on the shores of King
William Island and Simpson Strait.
The latest in a long series of investigations over the
150 years since Franklin’s death in the cold Arctic on
June 11th 1847 is a documentary film tentatively
entitled “Lost Expedition” being produced by
Crossing the Line Films of Ireland. The documentary,
to be produced in both a 50 and 70 minute format, will
be televised on numerous TV networks such as
History Television in Canada, the UK’s History
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Channel and Channel 5, ABC in Australia, ZDF in Germany,
ARTE in France, Ireland’s TGF and National Geographic
International in the spring of 2005.
Director Peter Bate and Producer Tim Altmann have crisscrossed the globe interviewing modern experts to shed
further light on the mystery as to how such a well equipped
and manned expedition could come to grief so completely
and mysteriously.
In the course of the documentary, the effects of ice on the
bomb ships Erebus and Terror will be examined through
modern naval architecture software in which construction
details have been inputted and combined with computer
generated graphics to show dramatic representations of
possible results. Further information that might indicate the
root causes of the calamity will be examined as new experts
are interviewed. Canadian ice expert, Dr Humfrey Melling
was interviewed on the characteristics of sea ice features in
the areas through which the expedition transited and
eventually came to grief.
Among the experts interviewed for the film, this author
provided what director Bate called “a true feel for what it
must have been like for the men and ships” describing the
power massive ice floes have against the tiny ships and how
ice navigators base their decisions on routing and
manoeuvring. Captain Snider’s perspective as an
experienced Ice Navigator provided graphic insight into the
hazards and traps that face even modern mariners who
challenge the ice covered Arctic seas.
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Sir John Franklin is a man whose celebrated explorations,
imminent services and tragic death in the Polar Regions
merits more than a passing notice.
This distinguished Explorer was born on April 16th, 1786
at Spilsby, Lincolnshire, England. John was intended for
the clerical profession, but had such a consuming desire to
follow the sea that his father procured his admission to the
Navy as midshipmen at the age of 14 years.
John was part of an expedition sent out by the English
government to explore the coast of Australia. Their vessel
was wrecked Aug. 18th 1803; about 200 miles from the
Australian coast, and Franklin's companions were barely
saved from drowning by escaping to a sand bank 600 feet
long, on which they remained 50 days at the imminent risk
of starvation, before relief reach them from Port Jackson.
When returning to England, he joined the ship of the line
Bellerophon, and in 1805 took part in the battle of
Trafalgar as signal midshipmen. Of the 40 persons who
stood around him on the poop, only seven escaped unhurt.
He served in the war of 1812-15 and during the battle of
New Orleans, boarded and captured a US vessel. During
the action he was wounded, and for his gallant act was
promoted to lieutenant.

In 1825 he was appointed to the command of another
expedition to the Arctic Ocean. On the day assigned for his
departure his wife was lying at the point of death from
tuberculosis; she begged him not to delay on her account,
and gave him a small silk flag, which she requested him to
hoist when he should reach the Polar Sea. She died the day
he sailed. He returned home in September 1827.
In March of 1828, Franklin married Jane Griffin, who would
become the celebrated Lady Franklin, and in the following
year was knighted by George IV and received the degree of
Doctor of Civil Law from Oxford University, and the gold
medal from the Geographical Society of Paris.
In 1836 Franklin was made governor of Van Dieman’s Land
(Tasmania), until he was removed from office in 1843, partly
because of his attempts to reform the penal colony there. The
colonists, in remembrance of his great and beneficial
services, would later contribute $8000 to assist Lady
Franklin in her desperate search for her missing husband.
The greatest ambition of Franklin's life was to discover a
Northwest Passage, and in this desire he was much
encouraged by the confidence in which the English public,
and the government held him. On May 19th, 1845, he sailed
again for the north in the steam screw propeller Erebus,
accompanied by a similar vessel, the Terror.

In the year 1818, the British government fitted out an
At Davis Straits, an accompanying tender landed stores
expedition to attempt a passage to India by crossing the
sufficient to last the expedition for three years. On July 26,
Polar Sea north of Spitzbergen, in which Franklin was
1845, a whale ship sighted the two steamers in latitude 74o
given command of the Trent, one of the two vessels sent
degrees 48’, and longitude 66o degrees 13’, about the centre
o
.
out. They
were
forced
to
return
after
reaching
latitude
80
Baffin’s Bay,
anchored
to an
Franklin lost 11 of the 20 men in his party. Most died ofofstarvation
but there
was also
at iceberg,
least oneawaiting
murder an opening
into Lancaster Sound.
and suggestions of cannibalism.
In 1819 he was appointed to command an expedition,
which sent out to travel overland from Hudson Bay to the
Of the entire expedition of some 129 men, not one is known
Arctic Ocean, to make a survey of the coast. His party
to have survived. Over the years evidence of the great arctic
crossed the barren grounds from Great Slave Lake to the
tragedy would continue to emerge.
Arctic coast at the mouth of the Coppermine River and
explored eastward. Franklin lost 11 of the 20 men in his
party. Most died of starvation but there was also at least
one murder and suggestions of cannibalism. The survivors
were forced to eat lichen and even attempted to eat their
own leather boots. This gained Franklin the nickname of
"the man who ate his boots".
Ah, for just one time I would take the Northwest Passage
He returned to England and shortly after was made postcaptain and elected a fellow of the Royal Society. In
August 1823 he married the poet Eleanor Porden.

To find the hand of Franklin reaching for the Beaufort Sea;
Tracing one warm line through a land so wild and savage
And make a Northwest Passage to the sea.

Stan Rogers 1949-1983
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HMS Resolute was an Arctic exploration ship of
the British Royal Navy.
Originally named Ptarmigan, Resolute was purchased in
1850 and commissioned into the Navy. The barque-rigged
ship was designed and built for polar conditions, with
especially strong timbers and an internal heating system.
In 1852, Resolute was part of an expedition under Edward
Belcher investigating the fate of the John Franklin
expedition. Resolute ended up stuck in the pack ice of
Melville Sound and was left there in 1853. An American
whaler found the abandoned vessel on September 16, 1855.
It was stuck in the ice in Davis Strait off Baffin Island.

Twelve hundred miles she had drifted,
A year and four months through,
Wherever the wild wind shifted,
Wherever the currents drew.

“When anyone asks me how I can best
describe my experience in nearly forty
years at sea, I merely say, uneventful.
Of course there have been winter gales,
and storms and fog and the like. But in
all my experience, I have never been in
any accident... or any sort worth
speaking about.
I have seen but one vessel in distress in
all my years at sea. I never saw a wreck
and never have been wrecked nor was I
ever in any predicament that threatened
to end in disaster of any sort.
Captain E J SMITH – 1907 will be
Captain RMS Titanic (1912)
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The Americans freed the ship from the ice and took her to New
London, Connecticut. Congress spent $40,000 to rescue and repair
the ship and sent it to England as a goodwill gift to Queen Victoria.
She was turned back over to the British with much celebration,
including a visit by the Queen.
The Resolute was broken up in 1879. At Queen Victoria’s request,
some of her oak timbers were painstakingly carved into an elaborate
desk, which was presented to U.S. President Rutherford Hayes. Every
president has used it since with the exception of Johnson, Nixon and
Ford.
President John F. Kennedy was the first to use it in the Oval Office.
It remains unchanged from the original except for the addition of a
central panel, carved with the Presidential Seal, ordered by President
Franklin Roosevelt to conceal his leg braces from view.
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ESTEVAN - LIGHT STATION
Estevan José Martinez 1742-1798

Historic Events
In 1766 Catherine the Great, ruler of Russia, organized a trading
company to operate in Alaska. A trading post was set up on
Kodiak Island and the local natives were compelled to pay tribute
to the Empress in pelts. Trade was extended to the Aleutian
Islands and three more major exploring expeditions were sent
out.
In 1773 the Spanish Viceroy of Mexico received word from
Spain of the Russian movements to the north, which threatened
Spain's claims to the territory. The Spanish government
instructed him to send expeditions northward to strengthen
Spain's position.
The man selected to head this expeditions was Juan Josef Perez
Hernandez or simply Juan Perez. His second-in-command was
Don Estevan Jose Martinez.
Perez set out in his ship the Santiago in 1774. At 225 tons and 82
feet length the Santiago sailed with eighty-eight officers and men
and twenty-four passengers. They ventured up the coastline of the
Pacific Northwest, exploring as they went. On July 18, they
reached as far north as the northwest coast of Graham Island, one
of the Queen Charlotte Islands. Here, the local Haida people
came out in three canoes to greet them. They traded and tried
unsuccessfully to communicate. None of Perez's men went
ashore.
Heading south down the west coast of what would later be called
Vancouver Island, the Spanish approached an inlet on 7 August
and canoes paddled out to the ship. The Santiago did not enter the
inlet but turned and anchored near the rocks off a small
peninsula.
This point is named after Perez' second-lieutenant, Estevan José
Martinez. It was here at Estevan Point were the First Nations
people of Vancouver Island first set eyes on a European ship and
first made contact with European people.
Trading with the local Nootka people quickly began and among
the items given by the Spanish were four silver spoons. Four
years later when Captain James Cook visited Nootka, these
spoons were shown to the British, who remarked on them and
pondered their origin. They would achieve importance in 1790
when Spain cited them as evidence that Spain had reached the
region before the British.
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Perez named Estevan
Point after Martinez,
his second lieutenant
on the Spanish
expedition, which
reached British
Columbian waters in
1774. Martinez led an
expedition (along with
Lopez de Haro) in
1788, confirming
Russian intentions to
occupy Nootka
Sound. This led to Spanish settlement in Nootka in 1789
to officially mark Spanish sovereignty on the west coast
of North America. Martinez seized three British ships at
Nootka, aggravating tensions between the Spanish and
British. This incident began a series of negotiations that
eventually led to Spanish secession in this area.

Perez launched a small boat to examine a nearby inlet but
conditions changed and the Santiago was in danger of
being driven onto the rocks. Perez tried unsuccessfully to
raise the anchor and had to cut the cable, leaving the
anchor behind, as he sailed away. He named the inlet he
had approached Surgidero de San Lorenzo (Nootka
Sound) and the point off which he had anchored, Punta de
San Estavan (Estevan Point). The rocks that were nearly
his downfall were later called Perez Rocks.
The area is claimed by the First Nations and known as the
Hesquiat land, part of the Nuu'chah'nulth Tribal Council.
The first residents of Nootka Sound were the Mowachaht
and Muchalaht peoples, who had a rich existence and
culture based on whaling and river fishing.
Lighthouses are aids to marine navigation operated by the
Canadian Coast Guard. Towering beacons, they provide
comfort for mariners. On rocky points or in sheltered
harbours, they stand on guard over a vast area of rugged
coastline.
Bordered by three oceans, Canada is a maritime nation.
Across Canada, 583 lighthouses survive, most devoid of
human keepers of the light. They've been replaced by
automation and computerized navigational aids to the
dismay of lighthouse preservation groups.
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ESTEVAN - LIGHT STATION
The angry coast, the rocky
reef,
No more feared by man,

Located in a remote setting, near an inlet
on the uninhabited northwestern side of
Vancouver Island, the tower is regarded as
an important cultural element of British
Columbia's history and of Canadian
lightstation history.
When it was built in 1909, it was the
boldest, most beautiful lighthouse in all of
B.C. an eight-sided column soaring 150
feet above the ground.

And those that sail will
never fail
To praise the light of
Estevan
Lightstations warn of treacherous rocks, guide
vessels into the proper navigation channels,
mark entrances to harbours, aid in Search and
Rescue and provide weather information and
tidal-wave warnings. The two earliest
lighthouses—FISGARD and RACE ROCKS,
both guarding the entrance to ESQUIMALT
Harbour, began operation in 1860. Beginning
in the 1890s a series of lights were constructed
along the west coast of Vancouver Island,
including ESTEVAN POINT, at 38.7 m the
tallest lighthouse on the Pacific coast.
Along with a network of lighthouses, Lifeboats
began to be stationed along the coast. A
lifesaving trail, known as the West Coast Trail,
was also constructed where shipwrecks were
known to occur, making it possible for
survivors to get assistance.
On the rugged British Columbia coast are 52
lights including Vancouver Island's historic
reinforced concrete Estevan Point lighthouse.

ESTEVAN POINT - N 49' 23", W 126'
32", elevation 7 feet. Located approx. 135
miles north west of Victoria B.C. Projecting
into the Pacific off Vancouver Island, about 35
miles northwest of Tofino, this peninsula is
virtually a cape, with its own treacherous
weather systems, dangers, and history.
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The powerful Estevan Point Light-house
was the first light seen by mariners on the
Pacific approach to Canada. It was
intended to be a main seacoast light for
Pacific Ocean navigation and is visible at
17 miles.
Its former first order lens is now at the
Canadian Coast Guard base, Victoria. The
Victoria district, Canadian Coast Guard,
regards this tower as the most impressive
in its jurisdiction and many lighthouse
aficionados concede it is a supreme
example of its type.

Construction
Designated as a classified heritage
building, the landmark value of Estevan
Point lightstation rests with its tower,
among a group of six of its type found in
Canada, and possibly in the world.
Col. William P. Anderson, Chief Engineer
of the Department of Marine and Fisheries
constructed a new and unique type of
tower. When completed, the specially
designed steel-reinforced concrete tower,
supported by flying buttresses, was
purported to be the tallest reinforced
concrete structure in Western Canada. The
eight-sided monolithic column soared 150
feet upward, embraced by flying buttresses
holding it fast against the wind and
rumbling earth tremors. The flying buttress
towers are attached at several levels to
approximate the form of a giant tree. The
tower is topped with a red lantern.

Imaginative and visually appealing, the
towering buttresses, set at a distance from the
wall, cant inward to produce an impression of
greater height and scale than the inner column
of the tower, by itself, might achieve.
Estevan Point is manned by two keepers. The
designers were well aware of the comfort factor
at isolated and dreary postings, where suicide
and mental illness felled many keepers and their
wives. Attention was given to provide
comfortable living conditions for the keepers.

World War II
The station itself is associated with an incident
during the Second World War. Lighthouses
along Canada's coasts became part of the war
service, primarily as surveillance points or as
part of coastal defence against enemy action.
Lightkeepers were given crash courses in
submarine silhouette identification. Some
stations were manned by radio operators on the
alert for invaders by sea.
Estevan Point Lighthouse has the distinction of
being the first place enemy shells struck
Canadian soil since 1812. On June 20th, 1942,
at nightfall, a Japanese submarine I-26, surfaced
two miles off Estevan Point and fired twentyfive 5.5 inch shells at the lighthouse. The
gunners had poor aim and all the shells landed
short or overshot the 100 foot tall tower and the
village of Hesquiat behind. Commander
Yokoda of I-26 documented the shelling of
Estevan Point in his log entries. He survived the
war and boasted that he shelled Canada and the
USA (Santa Barbara).
The war had reached Canada. The lights of the
outer coast stations were turned off to prevent
their use by submarines, virtually paralyzing
shipping on the coast during the war years.
Several Lightstations were painted in
camouflage colour schemes, and keepers were
given rifles to repel an invading enemy.
Students on the coast prepared for air raid drills,
strapping on masks for a possible Japanese gas
attack. A fragment of a Japanese shell, found
off of Estevan Point in 1973, is on display in the
Navy gallery at the Maritime Museum of
British Columbia.
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CCGS ESTEVAN
CCGS
Estevan
c
Type: Lighthouse supply
and buoy vessel, twin screw
Built: 1912 Collingwood
Shipbuilding, Ontario.
Length: 212’ Beam: 38’ Draft: 12’
Tonnage: 1161 (gross)

"Her staterooms and
cabins are panelled in
yellow pine, enamelled
white, and all the officer’s
and seamen’s quarters
are finished in the latest
approved manner".

CCGS Estevan

Machinery: Twin Screw

A steel lighthouse supply vessel and buoy tender. Upon completion, she proceeded to
the Pacific Coast via the Straits of Magellan, arriving there to commence work in
1913. It served principally as a lighthouse supply vessel and buoy tender

Steam triple Expansion

In 1935 she was re-boilered and in 1958 converted from coal to oil firing.

Horsepower: 1500 IHP

At the time of her retirement in 1969, the Estevan has the distinction of being the
longest serving ship (57 Years) in the Canadian Marine Service and the Canadian
Coast Guard, which succeeded it. She was towed to Japan for Scrapping in 1970.

Speed: 12.5 Knots

Sailed to British Columbia
via Magellan straits.

Engine Telegraph from CCGS
Estevan
This telegraph was installed on the
Estevan in 1912 – the same year that
the Titanic settled to the bottom of the
Atlantic.
Truly a museum piece, it now graces
the “Wayward Navigator B&B” with its
concrete keel firmly embedded in
Vancouver Island bedrock.

www.wayward.com
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CCGS ESTEVAN

CCGS Estevan - Call Sign CGST
Lighthouse Tender & Buoy Steamer 1912-1970
Captain Lindgren delivered the Estevan to Victoria early in 1913 from Collingwood, Ontario via the Straits of
Magellan. A twin-screw steel vessel of 1,150 tons with a coal capacity of 260 tons, she was especially designed for
buoy work. Carrying a complement of eight officers and 32 men, she entered service in May in command of Capt.
Charles Barnes, who was followed over the years by Captains Harry R. Bilton, Harry S. Hughes, Harry A.
Ormiston and J. Peterson and R. D. Engelson. Capt. Bilton served the longest, being in charge from 1922 to 1944.

www.wayward.com
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MEMORIES OF THE ESTEVAN
Also contributing to this issue of the Wayward Navigator
B&B newsletter is Captain R.J. Mellis.

Cindy on Seaway Kestel (2005) and Bob on Estevan (1967)

Captain Robert Mellis is a highly respected and proficient
Master Mariner holding both Canadian and British
certificates. In Marine Services / Canadian Coast Guard, he
worked his way up “the hause pipe” from Seamen to retire
after 37 years of service as a Senior Commanding Officer.
Throughout his career he has taken on a myriad of difficult
and challenging projects. Captain Mellis has achieved many
great things both at sea and ashore in positions of senior
management.
His wife Cindy owns and operates Mako Marine. She is a
Master Mariner who holds both Canadian and British
certificates, and who has 21 years of seagoing experience.
This seagoing experience includes both coastal and deep sea
time in coastal BC, Canada's Arctic, the Antarctic, the South
Pacific, New Zealand, New Guinea, the Philippines, Panama
and the Caribbean, etc.

CCGS Estevan
It was a warm summer’s day in August of 1955 when I
walked across the Johnson Street railway bridge and took
the path, marked by wild opium poppies, which led down
to the Marine Service wharf in Victoria’s inner harbour. I
was fresh off the reciprocating steam salvage tug “Salvor”
and now unemployed but I was armed with a paper from
Captain Barr of the Unemployment Insurance Bureau for
a position as a messman aboard the steamship Estevan.
As I approached the ship I was a little taken back by the
activity, with tough looking sailors busy pulling running
blocks and tackle across the dock to hook on to heavy
chains which were being dragged to the ship’s side. This
was overseen by a burly looking 2nd Mate who questioned
my purpose with a gruffness which sent shivers up my
back but I was a young teen and not easily turned back or
discouraged.
And so it was that I ended up sailing aboard this grand old
workhorse of a ship, first as a messboy and then after being
fired for defending myself against a trimmer who thought
he could intimidate unmolested, I rejoined a few weeks
later as a sailor (thanks to Bob Engelson, the then Chief
Officer). In later years I went on to sail aboard her as 3rd,
then 2nd and then Chief Officer.
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It was easy to love this ship, with her riveted hull and teak
decks and the finest dry card compass I’ve ever had the
pleasure to steer with. She had a quality of brass that I’ve
never since seen the like of and the craftsmanship of her
fixtures and fittings could not likely be reproduced today. The
Officer’s Saloon had a beautiful table topped by a skylight and
ringed with chairs which were fastened by eccentrics to shift
you out and away from the table when you swung ‘round to get
up. There wasn’t a piece of woodwork anywhere on the ship
that was built to a square or level, it was hand craftsmanship
at its finest.
But as a lowly sailor the niceties were limited. We lived in the
forecastle, with 7 steel double bunks for sailors on the
starboard side and 6 more on the port side for the firemen and
trimmers. There was no hot water, you got that by opening a
steam valve and holding a bucket of cold water under the
steam pipe. One’s clothes were washed on the hatch,
scrubbing them down with sugi (softsoap and soda).
But despite the hardships of the times the ship was great and
the crew was a tough, proud bunch who worked hard. They
had to; there were no mobile cranes on the dock and fewer
aerials and derricks at the light stations. The double leg buoys
that we laid at Swiftsure Bank and Roberts Bank weighed 20
tons and were attached to 1-3/4” chain and 10 ton cement
anchors.
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MEMORIES OF THE ESTEVAN
When we lifted these buoys you bet your life that the ship
laid over! Often, if the anchor was stuck in the mud or
otherwise stuck on the bottom during a lift, the ship would
rollover until the sea came over the gunwhales. Then the
captain would give in and have the lift backed off while the
blacksmith burned off the cable to release the anchor to the
claim of the seabed.
Buoys (and all other cargo) were loaded in Victoria by
hand. Heavy lift tackles were used to get them onto
railway cars, which were then pushed down tracks to
alongside the ship. The 11-1/2 ft. diameter buoys were so
long with their cages on that they had to be placed askew
of the ship’s athwartship line to make it through the
narrows of Johnson St. bridge. The lightstations all
burned coal and so, in addition to foodstuffs, coal was
always required. The labour code didn’t really exist in
those days and so carrying two sacks of coal on your back
was generally the order of the day, unless of course you
had to pack the load up tidal rocks. The beacons were all
lit by acetylene and so another constant chore was the
packing of these 60 - 100 lb. bottles up the rocks. Of
course everyone had matches as these were an essential
tool (but just about everyone smoked cigarettes as well so
the matches or zippo had a dual purpose).
That was life and most were young and loved it. Nights
ashore were always wild and entertaining but sometimes
overdone and our “welcome back” occasionally suffered.
Trips around Vancouver Island were done basically twice
a year and they usually coincided with taking on bunkers
at Union Bay.

Coaling was a dirty job but one that the trimmers were glad to
see as it meant that they wouldn’t have to wheelbarrow coal to
the furnaces for a long while. We used the ship’s mainsail
(original fit for the foremast) as a tarp to shield the bridgefront
from coal dust but nonetheless the ship was covered before we
were finished. After bunkering there was always a great stack
left on deck and it was a job of the sailors to get into the coal
bunker and shovel the coal off to the corners in order to get it as
full as possible. When we were finished we would climb out
through the trimming hatches as the pile of coal above blocked
the other hatch exit.
For consecutive days after coaling it was a heavier than usual
attack on our teak decks with our holy stones. During normal
operations we would only holy stone about once a week,
although the decks were washed and scrubbed every day as the
wood had to be kept swollen to stay watertight. The same
applied to all of our boats, which were mounted on chocks
between radial davits and hoisted using quadruple-fold wooden
blocks and 2-1/2” manilla rope.
It should go without saying that the keepers of the
lightstations were delighted to see us. We came so
infrequently that it was quite an occasion. Without
refrigerators, fruit and vegetables didn’t last long and these
were always in great demand, as was meat and mail!
Yes, the Estevan was truly a workhorse and she would
eventually serve in that capacity for 57 years before being
towed to the scrapyard. The yard which bought her must have
been delighted, for the brass alone on her was worth far more
than they paid for the entire ship.

Nautical Term: Holystone - soft sandstone used for scrubbing the decks of a ship; scrub with a holystone; holystone the ship's deck.

Footnote 1:
Captain Harry Ormiston was the captain at the time I joined. (Capt.) Bob Engelson was Chief Officer, (Capt.) Bill Exley
was 2nd Officer and (Capt.) Roy Reimer was 3rd Officer. In 1955 the 3rd Mate was used much like a lead hand, and was tasked
with jumping on buoys as we came alongside to lasso them and hook them on for lifting. He also served as a coxswain and
his only Bridge watch consisted of relieving the 2nd Mate for coffee. In later years, as night steaming became more utilized,
the 3rd Mate was used fully as an officer, holding the 8 – 12 watches on the bridge in addition to all other duties.
At the time I joined Estevan there had been several changes made to the makeup of the original crew. Initially the ship’s
officer complement consisted of a Captain, Chief, Second and Third Mates, a Telegraphy Officer, a Chief Engineer and
Second and Third Engineers. In later years a 4th Engineer and a chief Steward were added. The firemen and trimmers were
replaced by considerably fewer “oilers” after her conversion from coal to oil burning in 1958. The seamen complement, which
included a chippy (carpenter) stayed the same throughout.

www.wayward.com
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Photo of
the
Estevan
taken circa
1943 in her
wartime
grey colour

There are
gun tubs
mounted
over the
steering
gear
housing on
the poop.

Footnote 1 (cont.)
By 1955 the ship’s “sailmaking” and “awning” layaparts had been converted to petty officer quarters and the “erectors and
foreman” berth on the starboard side just a little aft of the P.O. Mess had been converted to a “Seaman/Black gang” Mess.
The main derrick’s outer lift was rated at 25 tons, the inner lift at 15 tons and the two whips at 5 tons. In later years (while I
was aboard) the derrick was tested to 55 tons by CSI (a mistake, but a successful one). In 1968 CCG Headquarters
challenged the speed at which the lifts would work and sent out an engineer and naval architect from Ottawa to measure it
for themselves. They were dumbfounded to find that our figures were correct as this derrick and all its tackles could lift faster
than any others across the fleet.
Footnote 2:
My time as an officer aboard Estevan in the 1960’s proved invaluable as a means of getting a taste of the past.
Captain Engelson didn’t like the noise that our little Decca radar made (8 inch relative display) and so he demanded that we
keep it turned off. As a consequence my early bridge watches were done without the aid of radar and this included steaming
to Victoria in dense fog with all windows and doors open and listening for fog signals. We also used our own whistle to range
off the land, giving 5-1/2 seconds per mile to the returns. At a later time the little Decca was replaced and the Captain
accepted the new radars as a navigation tool.
Further, the ship was fitted with a Mk V Sperry gyro compass which took a good 4 to 5 hours to stabilize. Rather than deal
with this, on short trips he would tell me to disregard the gyro and we would do things like lay Fraser River buoys in position
using only our dry card compass and sextant.
Captain Ormiston and Captain Engelson were both firm believers in taking hand soundings whenever they felt a need. The
ship’s electric sounder was amidships and not much use in telling what was ahead. As a consequence we all became very
familiar with using the chains (a portable platform which would allow you to stand outside the forecastle bulwark) to cast the
lead ahead of the ship as we steamed on, and we were all proficient at reading and calling the marks.
She was a fine ship, leaving me with great memories.
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BLACK GANG

Stokehold of an ocean liner 1894 - Feeding the belly of the beast
The first steamships burned coal. They were different
from sailing ships, mainly because they had a new set
of workers - the Engine room crew, consisting mainly
of Engineers, Firemen, and Trimmers.
Firemen, who are sometimes called stokers, had one
of the hardest jobs ever to have been endured by
human beings. Their job was to keep the boilers fired
by keeping the coal fires burning as cleanly as
possible. Working near the boilers, they came close to
roasting, especially in the tropics, where fresh air
would not get down the ventilators, and temperatures
in the stokehold could reach 130 or 140o F.
Trimmers worked in the dark, dusty coal bunkers,
shovelling coal and moving it to the boiler front in
steel wheelbarrows.
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In the British merchant marine in 1893, forty-one
firemen or trimmers committed suicide. In 1894, fortynine firemen or trimmers committed suicide. Driven
mad by the heat, they would throw themselves into the
sea.
The art of burning coal requires a real talent. You need
to know a fire by the colour. There's white, blue, red,
and what you call all black. A fire that's half clubbed can
give you a blue flame like a cake burning and it's no
good either. It's not steaming. You got a rake, a slice bar
and a shovel. That slice bar can do a lot of good and a
lot of harm. If you use it wrong you can form a clinker.
Anything that will check a fire from burning is a
clinker. It's choking a fire from giving itself the leeway
to make heat. So you've got to get the clinker out of
there, or don't disturb it.
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